
Wed, Jul 14, 2010 
 
Freedom Shields (www.freedomshields.com) - 
  
I received the 9", dark tint with recurve yesterday. 
  
Immediately upon removal from the box (which was well packed to protect the shield), you can tell this shield is more 
substantial.  It's made of a thicker material than stock or the other replacements I have seen.  Also, while stock and other 
shields taper to a narrower width as they rise from the fairing; the Freedom Shield tapers at a much lesser rate, leaving a 
wider shield at the top.  Both the thicker material and wider top makes the shield stronger; and the wider top, along with 
the recurve, is expected to provide an improved rider pocket by deflecting more of the air flow. 
  
While not functional, the polished edges further add to the high quality look of the shield.  Those that have seen my 
previous write-up of another brand of recurved shield will remember that was my one suggestion for improvement - never 
done there, but nicely taken care of here. 
  
The dark tint and recurve do not appear to distort vision at all - though I wouldn't recommend the dark tint if you get a taller 
shield you'll be looking thru all the time. 
  
Unfortunately, I won't be able to give you my impressions while riding with the new shield for another week or so - my bike 
is in the shop for a bad flywheel/connecting rod assembly...  the good news is the bike went in as a mostly stock 88 - 
coming out as a 103 high compression stroker with cams... 
  
As soon as I've had a chance to ride with it for a few hundred miles (which may not be until my Canada trip at the end of 
the month), I'll report on how the rider pocket and air flow is.  Latest should be the first week of Aug. 
  
I am confident just by the look and design that I will be very happy with this new shield offering.  If you're looking to 
replace your shield, I would suggest giving John a call at Freedom Shields - tell him bogie sent you... 
  
Respectfully, 
  
-bogie 
Wed, July 21, 2010 
 
Well, I was able to get 500 miles behind the Freedom Shield in the last week... so here's the follow up... 
  
The fit in the batwing fairing is excellent.  Each side of the shield matches the cut of the fairing perfectly.  When installed, I 
sprayed some cleaner on to remove fingerprints, etc. As I was wiping it off, the shield was solid behind the towel - rather 
than flexing as other shields can do - obviously a result of the thicker material and wider top, as mentioned in the previous 
post. 
  
Even though this shield is 1/2" shorter than my previous recurved shield, it provides a better rider pocket – which must be 
due to the combination of the wider top and the “Air Curve” design..  I became very conscious of air flow and noise while 
riding a Road Glide FLHTRX for 2 weeks - this is the model with effectively no windshield (just a little stub that doesn't 
even rise above the radio mount).  Blasting my face and a noise so loud in my ears I couldn't hear the radio...  I was very 
happy to get behind my previous shield as I picked up my bike from service.  So much less wind and noise.  Then, after 
installing the Freedom Shield, it was even better - about the same amount of wind feeling at the top of my head, BUT - a 
lot less turbulence around my ears, therefore, less noise in the ears... 
  
I was back at the dealer to pick up my lady's ride yesterday - the owner was out talking with us and the polished edge of 
the shield caught his eye.  He asked what I had done - told him about Freedom Shields - he was impressed enough with 
the fit and finish he is going to call to become a distributor.  I think that says a lot - he's been in the business for a long 
time, seen lots of products and is impressed enough to call. 
  
Currently there seems to be some issue with the .com internet address resolving to the correct page - so be sure to use 
the .net address instead www.freedomshields.net 
 
I like the Freedom Shield for all aspects of it - quality, clarity, appearance and function. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
-bogie 


